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Abstract

With the objective of choosing a practical and valid method to delimit health service areas of regional health service centres to build a regional basic health service network, we first drew lessons from traditional geographic methods of delimiting trade areas and then applied two methods to delimit health service areas, i.e. the proximal method and the gravity method. We verified the effectiveness of these methods by an index of similarity with the aid of real in-patient data. Calculation of the similarity indices shows that health service areas delimitated by the proximal method has an 87.3% similarity to the real health service area, while the gravity method gives 88.6%. Our conclusion is that both methods are suitable for delimiting health service areas at regional health service centres, but find that the proximal method is more practicable in operational terms for delimiting health service areas in region health planning.

Introduction

Chinese regional health planning

In the past decade, China’s health care sector has made remarkable progress. However, we have to recognise that the current development level of China’s health care sector does not fully meet people’s health demands (Yip and Hsiao, 2008). In order to improve the system, a new reform was launched in 2009 (National Development and Reform Commission, 2009). The overall goal of this new approach is to establish and improve the basic health care system covering urban and rural residents alike and provide people with secure, efficient, convenient and affordable health care service. In order to achieve this goal, the Chinese Government aims to establish a rationally structured health care service system that can deliver different kinds of health service and health products to satisfy all various health demands.

The Chinese health care structure consists of three tiers (Hsiao, 1995; Rongwen, 2011; Tao et al., 2012), the first of which is a grass root medical service network combined with township health centres and village clinics. It serves as a base-level public health service providing diagnosis and treatment of common, uncomplicated diseases (Shi, 2012). The second tier consists of district-level hospitals, many of which are situated in the rural areas. The responsibility of these hospitals is to provide developed health care through provision of bed facilities and treatment of patients with severe or acute diseases. The third tier consists of teaching hospitals and research centres that serve as bellwether organisations, the main goal of which is to deliver advanced health care service, including treatment of unusual and difficult diseases that require specialist treatment. In theory, the health care system should perform efficiently. However, as it is free for a patient to choose whichever hospital in his/her city of residence, the ability of the health medical insurance authority to distribute patients is limited. Under this circumstances, patients tend to seek medical service from advanced hospitals even when it is not necessary, which results in overcrowding. Meanwhile, the district-level regional hospitals accept much fewer patients than expected. This situation reflects the potential slack in the system, i.e. the first- and second-tiers of health care service system do not get the opportunity to play their role in the system. This runs counter to the theory of ecology of medical care as proposed by White (1997) and discussed by Leung et al. (2005). In summary, the most challenging
part of the current health care service system in China is the coexistence of excessive demand for advanced medical service and the idle basic health care service (Zhao, 2010). How to activate the latter guaranteeing a rational use of the medical capabilities at each level has become a crucial problem that urgently needs to be solved.

The regional health service centre

The Chinese Government realises the importance of adjusting the utilisation of the health service system. In recent years, it has made many efforts to distribute patients rationally through administrative steps, e.g., there is continuing strong investment in basic healthcare to encourage district-level hospitals in the countryside to improve their technology level (Barber, 2014). Shanghai, serves as the forefront in intensifying health care system reform and has put forward the new concept of a regional health service centre (Zhou, 2009; Ge et al., 2013; Zhu, 2014). Functionally, this centre is similar to a district-level hospital since both provide basic health services. However, the most striking difference between these concepts is that the regional health service centre emphasises the health service area, i.e. it clarifies and defines the responsibility with special reference to the geographical area it serves. This implies that the regional health service centre is listed as the leading hospital that should undertake the obligation of basic health care service in the area in question.

Shanghai is building a two-tier health care service, the first of which combines regional health service centres, township health centres and village clinics, a scheme located in the centre’s health service area that provides basic health care. The second tier combines teaching hospitals and research centres into a element aspiring to be a bellwether by delivering high-level health care as well as tending to patients with diseases that are difficult to treat. The regional health centre of the first tier thus aims to deliver basic health service for all its residents.

Regional health planning aims to provide every person with secure, efficient, convenient and affordable health care (Shen, 2013; Yao, 2015). The Government can adjust and relocate health resources to needed areas, but to achieve the goal stated, there are at least two questions that need to be answered. What areas are lacking health resources and what is the shortfall of these resources? The first question concerns the geographic units used as the geo-cell to evaluate whether the health resource in each specific area is sufficient. The second question concerns the criterion to evaluate whether the health resource of a certain region is sufficient. Our aim concerns primarily the first question. The Chinese Government uses a crude administrative boundary as the geographic units to allocate health resources, such as the district unit. However, health-seeking behaviour does not always match the political boundary. In this paper we are trying to break away from the limitation of administrative boundaries to make sure the health service areas can correspond to the real situation where health-seeking behaviour plays an important role. In the two-tier system, the teaching hospitals and research centres serve the whole city, while regional health service centres serve only parts of the city (here called the health service area). The next step is to find out where the health service area of the regional health service centre is located and how to delimit the service offered. This is the key technical question that has to be answered in a regional health plan, and this paper is trying to choose a proper method to do so by building a basic health service geographic network.

Delimiting the health service area

There are three main methods to delimit trade areas: the analogy method (Applebaum, 1965, 1966; Erickson and Finkler, 1985), the proximal area method (Okabe et al., 2008; Peipins, 2013; Guerrero and Kao, 2013) and the gravity method (Huff, 1963, 1964). The analogy method is non-geographic and often implemented by regression analysis as first proposed by Applebaum (1965, 1966). This approach has subsequently been developed to determine the levels of market penetration using stores and shopping as example (Olsen and Lord, 1979). This analogy is easy to implement, but it has major weaknesses. On the one hand, stores are selected subjectively without considering the situational and site characteristics that can be presumed to affect their performance. In addition, although the data may be used to plot market penetration at various distances from the store, the major objective is to forecast sales, not to define trade areas geographically (Wang, 2014). The proximal method and the gravity model are both geographic approaches and can be complemented by geographical information systems (GIS) technology. The proximal method is performed under the assumption that consumers choose the nearest store among similar outlets (Ghosh and McLafferty, 1987), which implies that travel distance (or travel time) is the only factor that affects customer choice. In this scenario, the trade area is simply made of consumers that are closer to the store than others. However, consumers sometimes bypass the closest store to shop in stores with better prices, better goods, larger assortments or better general image (Wang, 2006). Unlike the proximal method, the gravity model considers distance (or time) and the relative attractiveness of various stores. In the early days, Reilly’s law (1931) of retail gravitation applied the concept of a gravity to delineate trade areas. However, this law only defines trade areas between two stores. A more general method using the gravity model is the Huff approach, which defines trade areas for multiple stores (Garnick et al., 1987). According to Huff (2003), the model’s widespread use and longevity can be attributed to its comprehensibility, relative ease of use and its applicability to a wide range of problems.

In addition, there is a large body of literature of delineating health (hospital) service areas using other methods (Klaus et al., 2005; Berlin, 2014). Foremost, the Dartmouth method (Dartmouth Institute for Policy and Clinical Practice, 1998) used the Medicare patient flow data to delineate health service areas that hold most flows within the health service areas. This method is based on the real health-seeking behaviour of patients and, as a result, the delineated health service areas are close to the realistic health service area. With regard to effectiveness, the Dartmouth method is better for delineating health service area. However, too much data are needed for this approach, and it is difficult to collect complete sets of such data, especially in developing countries. In this paper, we try to find a universal and practicable method to delimit health service area for regional health service centres rather than analyse the patient flow or delineate the health service areas for a certain region. We consider therefore the realistic health service areas, based on the real health-seeking behaviour of patients as the ‘gold standard’ that validates the efficiency of other health service delineating methods.

Overall purpose

The purpose of this paper is to choose a practical and valid method to delimit the health service areas of regional health service centres to guarantee basic health care service for all residents.
through building a geographic regional health-planning network. The health service areas are delimited as the geographic unit to evaluate whether it is in shortage of basic health resources and if so available adjust health resources. The research design is demonstrated for the case of Shanghai with the following framework with the idea to: i) learn from the methods for trade area analysis focusing on geographic approaches to specify health service areas using the proximal and the gravity method; ii) use available data on health-seeking behaviour of residents to verify the reliability and validity of the delimited health service areas using the proximal and the gravity method; and iii) draw a conclusion based on comparison of the results of these two methods.

Materials and Methods

The proximal method

With regard to the level and scale of hospitals, 26 regional-level hospitals were chosen to investigate how to delimit health service areas; this approach is based on the assumption that these hospitals mainly serve local residents and that residents prefer to access the nearest hospital. According to this rule, the health service area of each hospital would be composed of residents closer to this hospital than to any of the other 25 hospitals (Table 1).

The proximal method can be implemented in GIS to delimit health service areas in two ways. The first approach is consumer-based, and it begins with the location of a resident and searches for the nearest hospital using all hospital locations. The process continues until all resident locations are covered. At the end, residents who share the same nearest hospital constitute the proximal area for that hospital. The second approach is store-based and relies on the construction of Thiessen polygons (Wang, 2014) using the hospital locations, with the polygons around each hospital defining the proximal area for that hospital. The Thiessen polygons depend on the spatial distribution of the hospitals, and they may not cover all resident locations. Therefore, we completely delimited the health service areas using the proximal method described in the first approach in the following steps. A point layer of regional hospitals and resident locations (Figure 1) was constructed.

Secondly, based on the road network of the city, the road network distance from the location of each resident to all 26 hospitals was calculated. Thirdly, for every resident location, the nearest hospital among all hospital locations was identified. Finally, the residents sharing the same hospital constitute the proximal area for that hospital. Figure 2 illustrates the combination of resident locations and Figure 3 shows the health service areas drawn using the proximal method. All these calculations were performed in ArcGIS 10.0 (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis).

The gravity method

The proximal area method considers distance (or time) only. However, consumers frequently bypass the nearest store to enter other stores with better goods, better prices or a better image. The same behaviour also occurs with hospitals because distance (or time) is not the only deciding factor. The gravity method considers two variables: distance (or time) and the attraction of the store. The Huff model of the gravity method as applied delimitation of trade areas is based on the following equation:

\[ P_{ij} = \frac{S_j d_{ij}^{-\beta}}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} S_k d_{ik}^{-\beta}} \]

where \( P_{ij} \) is the probability of an individual \( i \) selecting a hospital \( j \), \( K_i \) (i.e. \( k=1, 2, \ldots, n \)) the alternative hospitals available, \( S \) the hospital size (i.e. the number of beds); \( d \) the distance; and \( \beta \) the distance friction coefficient. The term \( S_j d_{ij}^{-\beta} \) is also referred to as potential, which measures the impact of a hospital \( j \) on a demand location \( i \). Equation 1 shows that the probability \( P_{ij} \) is positively related to the hospital size and inversely related to the distance between the hospital and a patient’s residence. On the basis of this equation, residents in a region visit different hospitals with varying probabilities, and the health service area of a hospital is defined as the area with the highest probability of being visited. In practice, given a resident’s location \( i \), the denominator in this equation is identical for various hospitals \( j \) and thus, the highest value of the numerator identifies the hospital with the highest probability of being visited. In other words, the needs of residents identify the hospital with the highest potential for defining the health service area, a design that can be implemented in ArcGIS.

With the exception of \( \beta \), the distance friction coefficient, all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional health service centre</th>
<th>Beds (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The distribution of regional hospitals and residents in Shanghai.

Figure 2. Combination of resident locations in Shanghai.
parameters in the formula can be obtained from hospital data and road network data. In the gravity model, β plays the key role, so it is necessary to derive the value of β prior to the usage of the gravity model. A few studies have discussed methods of estimating the parameter β (e.g. Jin et al., 1980). However, as no common method has been put forward to derive β, let alone a universal value of β, to be used in the gravity model we assumed β=2 in this paper.

The operational procedure for delimiting health service areas can be described by first creating a point-layer of regional hospitals and resident locations (Figure 1). Secondly, based on the road network of the city, one calculates a distance matrix between each resident and each hospital location, i.e. $d_b$. Thirdly, based on the distance matrix, one counts the number of beds at every hospital ($S$) and calculates the value of $P_r$ (or $Sd_b^{-2}$). Finally, given the location of each resident, one chooses the hospital with the highest visitation probability. In this way, and all the resident locations with the same hospital define the health service area (Figure 4).

**Definition of the real health service area: the gold standard**

Health service areas have been delimited for regional health planning both by the proximal and the gravity method to find out which one is the more valid one and which would be the most general one for promotion in other regions. To answer this question, we obtained the in-patient database of a sample city from the Health Bureau with the aim to illustrate the in-patient distribution of every hospital based on real in-patient data thus creating the foundation of the real health service areas in a region. Our approach to validate the effectiveness of the two methods in delimiting the health service area consisted of calculating the real health service areas in a region using the in-patient data as the gold standard. All calculations were implemented in ArcGIS 10.0 and SAS 9.2 (http://support.sas.com/documentation/92/) and the following operative steps were applied.

First, draw an in-patient scatter plot for each hospital (Figure 5). Second, together with the population distribution data, calculate the hospitalised probability of patients for each hospital, then simulate a continuous probability surface using the Inverse Distance Weighted method (Wang, 2014) (see Figure 6 as an example of the continuous hospitalised probability surface of hospital A). The probability here refers to the probability of an in-patient who lives in the region to seek health service in hospital A. The higher the probability, the more attractive the hospital is. Third, divide the map of Shanghai into 1000 m² squares and extract the centroid of each square as the probability observation site. Fourth, determine the value of the probability at the probability observation site. Fifth, overlay the probability of all 26 hospitals. In this way, every probability observation site has 26 probabilities, one for each hospital. Sixth, extract the highest probability among all 26 hospitals for every probability observation site and deliver the highest probability to the square where the observation site lies. Seventh, the health service areas can now be specified by assigning each square to the health service area of the hospital that is visited with the highest probability. Figure 7 shows the result of analysis of the real health service areas.

**Results**

The proximal method and the gravity method were both used to delimit health service areas for the purpose of this paper, and they each divided a region into several areas to minimise differences among planning regions. The results of these geographic methods are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In addition, to verify the validity of these methods in delimiting health service areas, practical inpatient data have been analysed to simulate the realistic health service areas as the gold standard. The indexes of similarity are put forward as the test indexes. The similarity indexes show that the health service areas delimited by the proximal method had a similarity of 87.3% with the realistic health service areas, while delimitation using the gravity method had a corresponding similarity of 88.6%. At the same time, the different areas of the verification map were primarily located in the boundaries of the health service areas. It seems thus that the proximal method and the gravity method are almost equally good at delimiting health service areas though the gravity method is slightly better in this respect.

**Discussion**

The innovation of this paper is that we draw lessons from traditional geographic methods of delimiting trade areas and apply these methods in a health field to define health service areas for regional health planning. In addition, with the help of realistic
Figure 3. Health service areas delimited by the proximal method in Shanghai.

Figure 4. Health service areas delimited by the gravity method in Shanghai.
Figure 5. In-patient distribution of hospital A in Shanghai.

Figure 6. Continuous hospitalised probability surface of hospital A in Shanghai.
inpatient hospitalised data, the methods used to delimit the health service areas are verified to make sure they are valid and efficient.

The method of delimiting health service areas of regional health service centres by the proximal method has been accepted by the Health Bureau of Shanghai. It has been applied in Shanghai’s regional health planning (2015-2020) where it plays an important role for guaranteeing basic health care services to all residents. The delimitation of health service areas embodies the responsibility of providing basic health services in terms of geographical distribution giving the government a list of prior hospitals when investing in the development of basic health care services. What is more, the health service areas break the limitation of administration boundary. In fact, the boundary of health service areas is more appropriate than the administration boundary in regional health planning because the administration boundary is not the main factor affecting patients’ health seeking behaviour, as was demonstrated by the realistic health service area. Therefore, in practice, the boundary of health service areas will take place of the administration boundary in regional health planning.

In this paper, there are several key difficulties that need to be overcome in the process of delimiting health service areas.

First, out of the three main methods to delimit trade areas (the analogy method, the proximal area method and the gravity method), we focused on the two latter approaches, i.e. the geographic methods. It is worth noting that these two methods can be implemented in GIS to delimit health service areas in other ways. For example, the original Huff model used in this study does not include an exponent associated with the hospital scale ($S$). A simple improvement over the Huff model is expressed as:

$$P_{ij} = S_i^a d_{ij}^{-\beta} / \sum_{k=1}^{n} (S_k d_{jk}^{-\beta})$$

where the exponent $\alpha$ captures the elasticity of hospital size (Wang, 2006). For example, a larger hospital tends to be more attractive than its size alone suggests because of economy of scale. The improved model still only uses size to measure the attractiveness of a store. Nakanishi and Cooper (1974) proposed a more general form called the multiplicative competitive interaction model. In addition to size and distance, this model accounts for factors such as store image, geographic accessibility, and other store characteristics. All of these extensions of the Huff model are more accurate than the general Huff model, but they require more data to define the trade areas. It should not be forgotten that even in the original gravity method, the distance friction coefficient $\beta$ remains still unsolved. Considering that the effectiveness of health service areas defined by the original gravity method is satisfied and that the data collection for the gravity extension model is hard, only the original gravity model was used in this paper. In future work, with the help of more data, a more effective model can be established for delimiting health service areas.

Second, we created the health service areas on the basis of a regional hospital’s location both for the proximal area method and the gravity one. This raises the question that if these regional hospitals are distributed unevenly, their respective health service areas

Figure 7. Realistic health service areas in Shanghai.
will vary in size. Briefly, the spatial distribution of the regional hospitals chosen for this paper determines the range of health service areas. Therefore, it is important to make sure that the regional hospitals chosen for the creation of health service areas are relatively equal spatially, and that the scale of each regional hospital is similar.

Limitations

There is a large amount of data involved in this paper, including the spatial distributions of the population and hospitals, operational data of hospitals, administrative boundary data, road network data and so on, and this makes data collection difficult. In this paper, Shanghai, a municipality of China with 16 districts, is taken as an example city for delimiting health service areas. In the process of data collection, data from the Jingen District, Hongkou District, Yangpu District and Xuhui District are missing. Therefore, these four districts were excluded from the calculations and verification. It is well known that researchers need high-quality data, which can contribute to more accurate results. However, in reality, data collection is never perfect. In this paper, we aimed to find and confirm a method for delimiting health service areas in general, not delimit health service areas specifically for Shanghai. Therefore, we felt that the data, even though missing data from four districts, could be used for the purpose of this paper.

Conclusions

As it turns out, both the proximal method and the gravity method are suitable for delimiting health service areas in regional health planning. From a theoretical point of view the gravity method is superior to the simple proximal method, but the verification results show that the gravity method does not obviously surpass the proximal method in delimiting health service areas. In other words, given that the effectiveness of the result is the only factor under consideration, the proximal method and the gravity method provide similar results. However, seen another way, there are many differences between the two methods. In terms of the data used for modelling, spatial distribution data for the population and the hospitals, in addition to road network data are needed for the proximal method, while the gravity method also needs hospital operational data and the value of crucial parameter β, which is difficult to determine and therefore must be estimated. In terms of operation, the proximal method is easier to operate than the gravity method because the major calculation in the proximal method is determining the road network distance, while the calculation procedure of the gravity method, based on the road network distance, also adds the scale of the hospital and a distance friction coefficient to the calculation. This optimises calculating the gravity model but it also makes it difficult to intellectually grasp its complicated formula. However, although modelling based on the proximal method is simpler and easier to understand, it only considers distance in defining trade areas, while the gravity method considers two factors: the distance and the attractiveness of hospitals.
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